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Skin Stretch Haptic Feedback to Convey Closure
Information in Anthropomorphic, Under-Actuated
Upper Limb Soft Prostheses
Edoardo Battaglia , Janelle P. Clark, Matteo Bianchi , Manuel G. Catalano ,
Antonio Bicchi , and Marcia K. O’Malley

Abstract—Restoring hand function in individuals with upper
limb loss is a challenging task, made difficult by the complexity of
human hands from both a functional and sensory point of view.
Users of commercial prostheses, even sophisticated devices, must
visually attend to the hand to know its state, since in most cases they
are not provided with any direct sensory information. Among the
different types of haptic feedback that can be delivered,
particularly information on hand opening is likely to reduce the
requirement of constant visual attention. In recent years, there has
been a trend of using underactuated, compliant multi-fingered
hands as upper limb prostheses, in part due to their simplicity and
ease of use attributed to low degree-of-freedom (d.o.f.) actuation.
The trend toward underactuation encourages the design of one
d.o.f. haptic devices to provide intuitive sensory feedback from
the prosthesis. However, mapping the closure of a multi-d.o.f.
prosthetic hand to a simple and intuitive haptic cue is not a trivial
task. In this paper, we explore the use of a one d.o.f. skin stretch
haptic device, the rice haptic rocker, to provide intuitive
proprioceptive feedback indicating overall hand closure of an
underactuated prosthesis. The benefits and challenges of the system
are assessed in multi-tasking and reduced vision scenarios for an
object-size discrimination task, in an effort to simulate challenges
in daily life, and are compared against the haptic resolution of the
device using the just noticeable difference. Finally, an evaluation
done with a prosthesis user, in the form of a truncated version of
the Activities Measure for Upper Limb Amputees (AM-ULA),
shows possible benefits of the addition of haptic feedback in tasks
with reduced visual attention.
Index Terms—Prosthetics, haptic interfaces
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I. INTRODUCTION

L

OSING a limb has important consequences on the ability to

function in daily activities [1]. It is possible to reproduce
hand functionality to some extent through a prosthesis; however, restoring the versatility of a human hand is very challenging, especially for what concerns ease of use and the
ability to convey sensory information. Traditionally many of
the artificial hands in clinical practice have been either purely
cosmetic or body powered [2], i.e. actuated through cables
that are mechanically pulled by the user, typically by a harness
attached to the shoulder. Body powered prostheses have the
advantage of being simple and intrinsically able to partially
convey haptic feedback to the user through the actuation; however, they can also suffer from lack of comfort and small grip
forces .
In myoelectric prostheses, the hand is actuated by one or
more electrical motors controlled by electro-myographic
(EMG) signals generated by electrodes placed on the skin
over the the user’s muscles . This approach has a higher level
of technology and potential to offer better comfort and functionality; however, it is more difficult to control for the user
[3], [4]. Moreover, myoelectric prostheses lack the inherent
haptic feedback offered by body powered prostheses, and
require visual attention on the artificial hand at all times during use. This can generate frustration for the user and cause
abandonment of the prosthesis, which is observed in many
cases and is a serious limitation of myoelectric devices [5].
Indeed, haptic feedback is a desired feature amongst users [1],
[6], [7] and has been shown to increase embodiment [8], [9].
Despite this clear opportunity, today the presence of haptic
feedback in commercial prosthetic systems is still limited. To
try and fill this gap, the research community has proposed different methods to convey haptic information to prosthesis
users. Non-invasive solutions typically rely on sensory substitution, with vibrotactile [10], electrotactile [11], force feedback [12]–[14] and skin stretch [15] feedback being delivered
to the user by external devices applied to the skin. While different types of feedback devices are useful to convey information on different measurements, simultaneous display of
different types of haptic information can also be confusing for
the user [16]. For this reason, it is important to focus on conveying information that is most important for task execution.
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Fig. 1. Envisioned integration of the Rocker and the SoftHand and first
application with a prosthesis user.

A common requirement from upper limb prosthesis users is
to be able to operate prostheses without constant visual attention [6], [17]. In order to make this possible, it is necessary to
convey information on the level of opening of the hand, which
is commonly known as proprioceptive feedback. If we consider a simple gripper-like prosthesis with a single degree of
freedom (d.o.f.), this task is fairly straightforward, as one can
simply use the reading from the single motor and map it to a
1-d.o.f. haptic device to convey the information in a complete
manner, while keeping the cognitive burden for the user manageable. However, gripper-like artificial hands offer a limited
level of dexterity and versatility. For this reason there has
been a trend in recent years to develop multi-d.o.f. hands, both
for use with robots and as prostheses [18]. It becomes then
more challenging to convey proprioceptive information with a
single d.o.f. haptic device, as the overall level of opening of
such hands is a function of many variables (e.g. joint angles).
One could in principle convey more precise information
by using multiple degrees of haptic feedback [19], but this would
greatly increase the cognitive burden on the user. For this reason,
the use of a one-d.o.f. haptic device still remains preferable. The
implementation through a one d.o.f. solution becomes simpler
for hands that are under-actuated with a single motor, as the
reading of the encoder can be used as a coarse measurement of
the overall level of opening of the hand. However, the mapping
problem is still not trivial, especially for hands that are compliant, which is a class of devices that is quickly growing in the
state of art [18]. Therefore, in this paper we investigate the effectiveness of mapping the closure of a compliant anthropomorphic
prosthetic hand, as estimated by the encoder reading of its single
actuator, to one d.o.f. haptic feedback.
In [20] we introduced the Rice Haptic Rocker, a device that
conveys proprioceptive information to the user through skin
stretch, and presented an evaluation of this device with an
under-actuated prosthetic hand. In addition to the introduction
of the novel device, the main contribution of our preliminary
work was that it used a real prosthetic hand to evaluate the
value of providing proprioceptive feedback. This is in contrast
to the common approach found in the state of art, where
testing is done in a virtual reality environment (e.g. [11],
[21]–[23]). While this choice allowed us to test the hand under
conditions that were closer to a real case scenario, the testing
was completed through a passive size discrimination task,
where an experimenter placed spheres inside the hand and
asked subjects to discriminate by size. Encouraged by the high

Fig. 2. Encoder reading from the SoftHand as function of time, while grasping the same object in different ways. Since the hand is shaped differently
around the object, the readings from the single encoder, measuring the position
of the single motor, are different even if the object is the same.

accuracy observed in our experimental results, in this paper
we present further evaluation of the approach, this time under
more realistic conditions.
A group of experiments are presented with able-bodied subjects. The first experiment aims to evaluate the effectiveness
of proprioceptive feedback when a distraction task is present,
inspired by [24], where a secondary acoustic task was presented in parallel with the main haptic task. The second experiment tests the setup in a configuration where the users are
actively lifting the hand to reach and grasp objects, which
leads to an added level of challenge because the prosthetic
hand has multiple degrees of freedom. An evaluation of the
device in terms of Just Noticeable Difference and Point of
Subjective Equivalence is also shown, which is used to better
evaluate the results of the second experiment.
Furthermore, the setup is evaluated with an upper limb
prosthesis user performing the clinical evaluation test AMULA [25] both with and without the provision of haptic
feedback via the Rice Haptic Rocker, as well as a passive size
discrimination task with feedback.
II. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND
Proprioception is the ability to perceive the position and
movements of our own body [26]. This sensing modality
allows humans to place parts of their body in space without
looking at them, and it plays a role in daily living tasks without our awareness, such as when retrieving something from a
shelf without looking at it, or reaching to turn off an alarm
clock. The mechanism of proprioception is still not completely
understood. While in the past it was thought that joint receptors were primarily responsible for obtaining this information,
further studies demonstrated that their role is minor and it is
instead the muscle spindles and skin stretch receptors that
play a major role in this process [27]. There is evidence that
skin stretch is important for proprioception in the hand,
where the skin adjacent to finger joints enables sensing of
information that could not be obtained through muscle spindles alone [28]. Furthermore, proprioceptive signals are one of
the main factors involved in the development of the “sense of
agency” or, in other words, the experience of oneself as the
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agent of one’s own actions [29]. This is strictly related to
the sense of embodiment, i.e. the perception from the user of
the prosthesis as a part of themselves, which can improve
functionality and help acceptance [30].
This natural mechanism of proprioception is missing for
myoelectric prosthetic users, who rely heavily on vision to
know the pose of their artificial hand. For this reason,
researchers have been working to introduce proprioceptive
feedback in hand prostheses. In [23] it was shown that proprioceptive feedback successfully improves targeting accuracy in
nonsighted and, for some tasks, also sighted conditions. Vibrotactile feedback was used in several studies to provide information of the state of a prosthesis [21], [31]. In [11]
vibrotactile and electrotactile feedback were used to convey
information on hand opening, with a series of eight actuators
being activated in sequence, in a task where subjects were
asked to match a target opening position that was shown
briefly on a screen before disappearing. Vibrotactile feedback
improved performance compared to the no haptic feedback
condition, while electrotactile feedback was reported as
unpleasant for the user and difficult to calibrate. Other studies
contradict these conclusions. For example, in the study presented in [32], vibrotactile feedback was not effective, and
electrotactile feedback could become feasible in the light of
the recent technological developments presented in [33].
Skin stretch has also been investigated as a way to convey
proprioceptive feedback. It was mentioned before that there
is evidence that skin stretch is an important part of the mechanism that conveys information regarding proprioception of
the hand. In this sense, using skin stretch to convey proprioception of prosthetic hands could lead to easier training for
upper limb prosthesis users, since the feedback provided is
felt in a way that is similar to a natural mechanism found in
able-bodied limbs. Indeed, this type of feedback was shown
to be an effective way to convey proprioception. In [34],
rotational skin stretch was proposed as an alternative to
vibrotactile feedback for conveying proprioception, and
results showed it to be more effective. Further investigation
confirmed the effectiveness of this approach [15], [35], which
however, owing to the small surface of contact, has the drawback of requiring an adhesive element to be placed as an
interface between the skin and the device. In [36], a passive
skin stretch device was used to convey information on the
opening of a multi-d.o.f. artificial hand, with results comparable to vibrotactile feedback. This work is especially interesting because of the passive nature of the hardware leading to
a lightweight and compact system; however, it relies on a
connection to the system of pulleys in the hand, and as such
cannot be integrated with a standard prosthesis. Chinello
et al. studied combining multiple rockers interacting in a
bracelet about the forearm [37] to direct able-bodied subjects
in more complex wrist movements, but did not consider prosthetic applications.
Inspired by this line of research, in [20] we introduced the
Rice Haptic Rocker, and proposed a different approach to produce skin stretch using a rocking mechanism and a frictional
interface that enables movement of the skin without adhesive

elements. Studies on proprioceptive feedback typically evaluate performance in virtual reality tasks, with few papers
addressing the evaluation of proprioceptive feedback in a
physical task (for example in [38] proprioceptive feedback
provided information on elbow position, while in [39] a vision
based method was used to provide proprioceptive feedback
for a hand prosthesis). This is traditionally done to enable an
analysis of the effect of proprioceptive feedback under controlled conditions, usually to decouple it from visual feedback.
However, when working under such controlled conditions, it
is difficult to capture some of the more challenging aspects of
conveying proprioception, especially when considering hands
with multiple degrees of freedom and intrinsic compliance, as
discussed in Section I.
Indeed, hand opening for a multi-d.o.f. hand cannot be
quantified unequivocally with a single number. For a single d.
o.f. hand, such as the Ottobock tri-digit hand [40] , measurement of the hand opening level is determined by the encoder
reading. In contrast, hands with multiple degrees of freedom
and actuation (e.g., the BeBionic hand [41]) the hand pose can
not be quantified with a single number, as it is related to the
position of the digits as commanded by the individual actuation units. A trade-off between the two approaches can be
achieved when considering underactuated hands, for which a
limited number of motors is used to control many degrees of
freedom: in particular when there is only one motor, the
encoder position can provide an indication of the overall level
of opening of the hand, even if information on the individual
digit position is not available. In the following sections we
will present a set of experiments that aim to both test our
approach under realistic conditions with a single-motor,
multi-d.o.f. hand, and evaluate the challenges with conveying
proprioceptive feedback in this scenario.
III. DEVICES AND INTEGRATION
A. The Pisa/IIT SoftHand
The Pisa/IIT Softhand design [42] takes inspiration from
neuroscience research. It is known that humans control their
hands not merely by acting on each of the numerous degrees
of freedom, but rather by coordinating and co-activating them
in organized motions called synergies [43], [44]. In more
recent work [45], soft synergies were introduced, where the
synergy serves as a reference position for a virtual hand, and
the interaction forces between the hand and a grasped object
depend on the stiffness matrix connecting the virtual and real
hand position. Compliance and synergy inspiration are built
into an artificial hand with 19 d.o.f.s, 4 on each of 4 fingers,
and 3 on the thumb; the CAD model and system design are
available as an open source project as described in [46]. The
fingers are capable of flexion/extension as well as ab/adduction. Traditional revolute joints are employed for ab/adduction
of the fingers and at the equivalent of the carpometacarpal
joint of the thumb. The remainder of the joints incorporate
rolling contact joints with elastic ligaments, which ensure
physiologically correct motions when actuated, but easily disengage on impact to allow safe interaction. A single tendon
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Fig. 3. The Rice Haptic Rocker provides haptic feedback proportional to the
overall level of opening of the SoftHand.

runs though all joints to simultaneously flex and adduct the
fingers upon actuation.
The hand is actuated by one DC motor which moves the fingers on the path of the first synergy as described in [43]. The
motor position is measured with a 12 bit, 0.0875 degree resolution magnetic encoder from Austrian Microsystems. In
every experiment described in this paper the SoftHand is
EMG controlled with the approach described in [42], [47].
Due to the single encoder measurement in the hand, it is intuitive to use the motor position as an indication of hand aperture. In this work, we propose mapping the motor position
directly to a 1-d.o.f. haptic feedback device as a synergistic
approach to convey the overall level of hand opening. The
presence of multiple degrees of freedom and compliance in
the hand makes it challenging to convey complete information
on the posture of the individual fingers. However, we propose
this approach as an intermediate solution between: (a) conveying no information on hand opening, which is the state of the
art in commercial myoelectric hands, leaving users unable to
know at all if the hand is open or closed without visual attention; and (b), using multiple sensors on the hand to measure
the position of every link, which would make it much more
expensive, complex, and less robust. Because of its synergistic
behavior the SoftHand is an ideal test-bed for an application
with a one-d.o.f. haptic device, as we will show in the following sections.
B. The Rocker
The Rice Haptic Rocker is a wearable device that relies on
skin stretch stimulation at the upper arm level to convey proprioceptive information regarding the prosthetic hand. It has a
simple design consisting of a frame, strap, rocker, and servo,
as shown in Figure 3 a, with a total weight of only 60 g. The
frame, 3D printed on a Connex Objet 260, houses the rocker
and servo, and is attached to the arm with a 2 inch Velcro
strap. It has a curved bottom to rest comfortably on the arm,
with a 3D printed rubber grip to keep it in place during
use. The rocker has a radius of curvature of 20 mm with a
3/16 inch (5 mm) neoprene foam strip to avoid slipping and
increase comfort.
The axis of rotation for the rocker is set so that the contact
point of the rocker has a 10 mm offset, d, from the bottom of
the frame. This offset serves to create a normal force while
reducing the tightness of the strap. The rocker is held in the
frame by two shaft supports, and is driven by a digital servo
(Futaba S3154), which is secured to the frame with two socket
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head screws and nuts (M1.6 x 0.35 mm). Figure 3b shows an
image of the device on a subject’s upper arm. The rocker rests
in the neutral position shown in Figure 3b when the hand is
completely open, and rotates up to 60 degrees (Figure 3 a)
according to the reference signal, which for the case study
considered in this paper is the encoder of the motor of the
Pisa/IIT SoftHand. The skin is stretched as the rocker rotates,
for a maximum displacement of about 10.5 mm. This maximum value of the rocker displacement angle is chosen to avoid
slipping on the skin and is kept constant for all subjects. Commanded angles for the servo are obtained by linearly mapping
the hand encoder reading, which assumes values within a certain range. These values were estimated from a preliminary
test observing encoder readings during a series of ten closeopen cycles of the hand from the resting open position. We
refer the reader to [20] for more details.
IV. ABLE BODIED STUDIES: METHODS
A total of 44 able-bodied subjects took part in the experiments described in this section. Of these, 14 (age 25:9  0:3,
6 females) took part in a method of constant stimuli experiment to evaluate Just Noticeable Difference (JND) and Point
of Subjective Equivalence (PSE); another 14 took part in a
cue persistence experiment (age 23:5  0:5 years, 4 female);
and the remaining 16 (age 23.0  0.3, 6 female) took part in
an active size discrimination task. In the cue persistence and
active size discrimination task half of the subjects were under
the Haptic Feedback (HF) condition, and the half in the No
Haptic Feedback (NHF) condition; male and female participants were distributed equally. All participants were right
handed, and did not suffer from any physical or cognitive
impairment, which could interfere with their ability to follow
the instructions of the study, nor any pathology that could
affect tactile sensation or muscular activity of the forearm.
The methods and procedures described in this paper were carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the Institutional Review Board of Rice University with written
informed consent obtained from all subjects.
A. Just Noticeable Difference
We evaluated the Just Noticeable Difference and Point of
Subjective Equivalence for the Rice Haptic Rocker by using
the method of constant stimuli in a perceptual experiment
[48]. Each participant was wearing the Rice Haptic Rocker,
was blindfolded and wore headphones with pink noise to
cover noise from the servo motor. A series of coupled stimuli
was delivered, with the first always being the Rocker commanded position of 45 degrees and the second being randomly
taken from a list of equally spaced commanded positions
between 37.8 and 52.2 degrees. The highest and lowest values
were chosen to span reasonable values provided by the Rocker
during grasp, and were coherent with the values spanned during the active size discrimination experiment. Participants
reported, after each trial, which of the two stimuli they thought
was higher.
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TABLE I
OUTLINE FOR THE CUE PERSISTENCE WITH DISTRACTION TASK

Fig. 4. Experimental setup for the cue persistence and passive size discrimination tasks.

We modeled the responses using a Generalized Linear
Mixed Model (GLMM) approach, as described by Moscatelli
et al. in [49], which when applied to psychophysics has the
advantage of being able to treat data from multiple subjects as
a whole [50]. Additionally, results from this test were used to
evaluate the results in the active size discrimination task, as
detailed later, and will thus be presented together with them.
B. Cue Persistence Task
The focus of this experiment was investigating what happens when the haptic task is not present in isolation, but is
accompanied by a parallel task of a different nature. This provides insight on how effective the haptic feedback is under a
condition of higher cognitive burden, as happens in everyday
life when people split their attention to perform multiple parallel tasks, while still using proprioceptive information.
In [24], vibrotactile feedback was used to convey information on the opening of a virtual hand. A parallel auditory task
was used as distraction, and participants had to match the virtual hand opening to a target while performing operations on
series of beeps. Taking inspiration from this work, we present
an experiment where subjects close the hand, complete an
auditory task intended to cause them to loose focus on the skin
stretch task, and afterward discriminate whether they hold a
sphere or not, based on the amount of stretch that has been
held by the Rocker. Our objective was to study if the feedback
can be intuitively understood in the presence of another task.
The experimental set up and training phases in this experiment
were the same presented for the passive size discrimination
task described in [20], shown in Figure 4.
The testing phase lasted on average around 15 minutes. Participants completed 30 trials, each consisting of a haptic and
auditory task. In each trial, participants were presented with
one of two grasping conditions, an empty hand or a 2.5 inch
(63.5 mm) wooden sphere, which represented the intermediate
stimulus that was given in [20] for the passive size discrimination task and was chosen to provide an average level of difficulty. The test began with subjects commanding the closure of
the hand after the stimulus was provided. The encoder measurement was used to detect the instant when the hand
stopped, either wrapping around the sphere or closing while
empty. As soon as this was detected, the auditory task began
automatically, where they listened to a segment of 20 beeps in
the headphones. Participants were told that this was the critical
task demanding their focus and attention. The beeps were on
two distinct levels of volume (“loud” or “soft”); the number of

loud beeps and their order in the segment were randomly generated. Participants were asked to count the number of loud
beeps, and report it at the end of the task. After completing the
auditory task, subjects were asked whether they were holding
a sphere. Those in the HF condition relied on the sensation
from the Rocker, whereas those in the NHF condition could
only guess. A statistical analysis was performed to test for a
reliable difference between the HF and NHF condition performances, for both the haptic task and acoustic task. Normality of the data was evaluated with the Shapiro-Wilk test, to
decide between using a t-test or the non-parametric WilcoxonMann-Whitney test.
C. Active Size Discrimination Task
Both the size discrimination task presented in [20] and the
distraction task presented in the previous section were passive,
in the sense that the participants were not moving the SoftHand to reach for an object, but were instead handed the
spheres by the experimenter. This was necessary in order to
have controlled experiments and limit the presence of confounding factors; however, it is very distant from a real case
scenario where an upper limb prosthesis user is reaching out
to grasp an object, especially when a multi-d.o.f. hand is considered. Indeed, while the former condition will lead to a low
variability in finger configurations when grasping the same
object, the latter yields a much increased variability, thus making the process of conveying information on hand opening
more challenging, as we briefly discussed in Section II. With
this motivation in mind, here we describe an experiment that
aims to evaluate what happens when our setup is tested in an
active size discrimination task.
In order to have an experimental setup that is closer to a real
world scenario, we would like to have participants reach and
grasp an object while moving the SoftHand themselves. However, to be able to evaluate the effectiveness of haptic feedback in particular, we cannot simply have them perform the
task with their vision unimpaired, since it is well known that
vision dominates over the sense of touch for tasks such as
size discrimination, even when compared to able-bodied
hands [51]. At the same time, if participants are blindfolded to
completely block their sense of vision, it would be very difficult for them to complete any grasping task when relying only
on the proprioceptive feedback from the Rice Haptic Rocker,
let alone when doing the task under the no haptic feedback
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Active size discrimination task: Experimental setup.

condition as part of the control group. For this reason, in the
experiments described here participants had their vision partially impaired using glasses covered with frosted paper. Subjects retain enough visual information to locate objects in the
workspace, but lack the visual fidelity necessary to conduct
the size discrimination task based on visual feedback alone.
Figure 5 shows the experimental setup. Three boxes as in
Figure 5 c were prepared, with a hole on the top of each.
The boxes were covered with black paper, and smaller pieces
of white paper were placed around the hole. At the same
time, three different sizes (2, 2.5 and 3 inches, corresponding
to 50.8, 63.5 and 76.2 mm respectively) of polystyrene
spheres were painted black, leaving a 1 cm × 1 cm white
square on each sphere. The white regions on objects were
designed to be identical for each object so as to assist with
locating the objects given the reduced visual fidelity from the
frosted glasses, while still retaining the necessity of proprioceptive cues to complete the task. The spheres had a mass of
1.7, 3 and 5 grams. Since the overall weight of the SoftHand
and EMG handle interface was 1.2 Kg, the weight difference
was not enough to make weight-based discrimination possible [48]. Furthermore, stands with different heights were prepared for each sphere, and a small hole was drilled
underneath, on the opposite side of the white square, to place
the spheres on them easily (Figure 5 a). The stands were
designed so that all spheres would appear to have the same
height from the bottom of the stand to the top of the sphere
when placed in front of the subject. For the experiment, the
three boxes were placed on a table covered with black fabric,
and a black curtain was placed behind the table. A base was
attached to the table with two slots designed to snap the
stands in place. Finally, a red stop push button was connected
to two of the Arduino analog pins, and the electric signal
associated with it was monitored through MATLAB during
the data acquisition; a mobile phone screen was also connected to MATLAB and used by the experimenter as a visual
check of the status of the button.
During the experiment, participants wore, in addition to the
frosted paper glasses, noise canceling headphones, and pink

Fig. 6. Active size discrimination task. Participants hold the rest position
with the SoftHand leaning on their right leg, until the red button is lifted. After
hearing the go cue they lift the sphere to the right and place it in the box in the
middle, then they lift the second sphere, estimate its diameter D2 respect to
the previous D1 , and drop it in one of the boxes according to the estimated
size difference. The experimenter pushes down the red button immediately
after the sphere is dropped; this is used to measure how much time was necessary to complete the task.

noise was played through them to obscure the noise from the
SoftHand motor. The headphones were also used to communicate to the participant the beginning of the task. The red button
was used for this purpose; when lifted, it would cause a train
whistle sound to play through the headphones, which was
used as a go signal. At the beginning of each trial, two randomly selected spheres (which could also have the same size)
were placed on the bases. After the go signal was played , participants reached for the sphere to the right, lifted it, and
placed it in the box in the center, dropping it through the hole .
They then reached for the sphere to the left, lifted it and placed
it in one of the other boxes according to its size. In the instant
when they dropped the second sphere in one of the boxes the
experimenter pressed the red button; this played a gong sound
through the headphones to signal that the participant could go
back to the rest position , and recorded the time from the
beginning of the trial. Then, the next set of stands for the following trials was prepared and placed. To ensure that the subject could not see the size of the spheres as they were being
placed, the experimenter wore black gloves through the whole
experiment. Each pair of spheres was presented two times
(with inverted positions) in a randomized sequence, for a total
of 12 trials for each subject; the testing phase lasted approximately 20 minutes on average.
Before the experiment, each participant was instructed
about the task. They were told that both accuracy and time of
execution were going to be evaluated, and were allowed to
practice two times to ensure that they understood the
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Fig. 8. Discrimination accuracy to detect presence of a sphere after an auditory distraction task.

Fig. 7. Haptic and auditory task performance in the cue persistence with distraction task. Subjects 1-7 were under the Haptic Feedback condition, subjects
8-14 under the No Haptic Feedback condition. No evidence of correlation was
found between haptic and acoustic performances (0:04 correlation coefficient, p > :56).

instructions and that they were able to complete the task
despite the visual impairment. They were also asked if they
were able to discriminate sphere size through vision, to which
every participant reported a negative answer. After the experiment was finished, they were asked to complete a Likert-style
survey.
Statistical analysis was performed to better evaluate the
results, by first testing for normality with a Shapiro-Wilk test
and then running a t-test or a non-parametric test when appropriate. This was done for both performance and time. A comparison
based on the JND results was also done, by identifying three possible correct answers that would derive from a certain pairing of
angles commanded to the Rocker and the consequent stimulus
delivered to the subject: (i) ju2  u1 j < JND, i.e. there is no perceivable difference, so the two spheres should have been classified as having the same size; (ii) u2  u1 > JND, which means
that the stimulus from the second sphere should have been perceived as larger, i.e. the hand closed more, leading to the second
sphere being judged smaller; (iii) u1  u2 > JND, which should
have lead to the second sphere being judged larger. As we will
show in section V, this is not equivalent to comparing accuracy
based on spheres size because of variability in how the hand
wraps around the object.
V. ABLE BODIED STUDIES: RESULTS
A. Cue Persistence
Figure 7 shows an overall view of performances for the
haptic and acoustic task. Figure 7 a represents correct and
wrong answers for each trial of the haptic task with white
and black squares respectively, while Figure 7 b uses a colormap to describe the difference between the number of

Fig. 9. Percentage of trials with correctly reported number of loud beeps
during the auditory task.

high volume beeps as they were counted (nc ) and the real
number of higher volume beeps (nr ). Inspection of the tables
suggests a better performance for the HF condition in the
haptic task, and a comparable performance in the acoustic
task.
Figure 8 shows the discrimination accuracy for each subject
in the HF condition, with light blue bars, and the NHF condition, with dark gray bars. Within each experimental group, the
average accuracy was 76:2  7:1% for those the HF condition,
and 48:6  7:9% in the NHF condition, showing better performance in the HF group and close agreement in the NHF group
with the 50% chance level. The Shapiro-Wilk test showed that
the assumption of normality is met for both the HF (p = .46)
and NHF (p = .43) conditions, allowing to use a t-test for further analysis. There is a significant difference between the HF
and NHF conditions (p < .001).
The percentage of trials with the correct count for each subject are shown in Figure 9, with blue and red bars for participants in the HF and NHF conditions, respectively. The
average accuracy for subjects under the HF condition was
91:9  9:20%, and 95:7  3:7% for those in the NHF condition. The Shapiro-Wilk test for normality is not significant for
the HF (p = .18) or the NHF (p = .48) conditions. Since the
assumption of normality is met, a t-test is used for the comparison. There is no significant effect of the presence of haptic
feedback (p < .34).
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Fig. 11. Pairwise size discrimination accuracy. Each square represents the
percentage of accurate identification for a pair of stimuli, independently from
the order in which they were presented.
Fig. 10.

Subjectwise accuracy for the active size discrimination task.

B. Just Noticeable Difference and Active Size
Discrimination Task
Figure 10 shows the discrimination accuracy for each subject in the active size discrimination task. It can be seen that,
while performance under the haptic feedback (HF) condition
is slightly better than performance under the no haptic feedback (NHF) condition, the difference is not as evident as it
was in the passive size discrimination experiments; variability
among subjects also appears to be higher. Average accuracies
are 45:83  14:77% for the HF condition and 36:46  21:33%
for the NHF condition, with a chance level of 33%. Figure 11
shows a comparison of pairwise size discrimination accuracy;
in general it can be seen that performance is slightly higher
for the HF condition.
The Shapiro-Wilk test for normality showed that both discrimination accuracy and time were not significantly different
from a normal distribution (p = .33 HF, .40 NHF and p = .33
HF, .52 NHF respectively). A t-test was used for the comparison, which did not show a significant effect for the presence of
haptic feedback (p < .33 for the discrimination accuracy and
p < .64 for the time).
Table II shows the results for the Likert style survey that the
participants took at the end of the experiment. Results are
coherent with those found in [20] for what concerns subjective
evaluation of the proposed setup (Q1-Q4 and Q7-Q10), and
provide indication that the experimental setup was sound. In
particular, for what concerns visual impairment (Q11 and
Q12,) all participants reported being unable to discriminate

spheres by size based on looking at the spheres through the
frosted paper glasses.
Since the Rice Haptic Rocker proved to be effective in the
previous experiments, the fact that we failed to obtain a statistically significant difference between the two can be surprising. The motivation behind this finding lies in an increased
variability of the finger positioning of the SoftHand in the
active grasp task. Figure 13 a shows a box plot of the commanded angle for the Rocker for both the new active task and
the passive task that was presented in our previous conference
publication. It can be seen that, while in the passive task the
commanded angles were different even for spheres that are
close in size, in the active task there is a much greater variability, which could make the spheres difficult to distinguish. In
other words, the haptic feedback from the Rocker remains reliable in providing information to the subjects, but this information could be misleading for this particular task because of the
compliance of the hand.
To investigate this further we compared the results obtained
under the HF and NHF conditions by taking into account the
outcome of the Just Noticeable Difference experiment, as
described in the last paragraph of Section IV. Figure 13 b
shows the fitted psychometric curves and estimated values of
JND and PSE. The JND is in line with values that were found
for rotational skin stretch by Bark in [52] (between 2 and
4 degrees, as reported at page 106). Chinello et al. in [37]
evaluated JND for their multi-rocker wrist device under a
large amount of different conditions, varying force applied

TABLE II
RESULTS OF THE LIKERT SCALE SURVEY. THE CENTRAL TENDENCY OF RESPONSES IS SUMMARIZED BY USING MEDIAN WITH DISPERSION MEASURED BY IQR


(25  75 ). P-VALUES FOR COMMON QUESTIONS ARE ALSO REPORTED; NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE WAS FOUND
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Fig. 12.
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Subjectwise mean time for the active task.

and position on the forearm, and found a JND between 3.5
and 1.5 degrees. The values found for the Rocker appear then
to be in line with those found for other skin stretch devices in
the state of art.
Reevaluating the performance according to the reference
described in the last paragraph of Section IV (i.e., scoring
answers based on the Rocker commanded angle instead of the
spheres size) leads to a mean accuracy of 52:08  13:17% for
the HF and of 31:25  18:23% for the NHF condition, which
also results significant at a 5% level when a t-test is done
(p < :022).
VI. ABLE BODIED STUDIES: DISCUSSION
A. Cue Persistence Task
In this experiment, the Rice Haptic Rocker was successfully
able to convey a proprioceptive cue even after attention was
drawn to an unrelated task. Participants were able to distinguish the presence or absence of a sphere after a distraction.
This persistent proprioceptive information is important for
tasks such as holding a cup while talking to someone or looking at a screen, or holding an object in presence of distractions
in general. The results would be less substantial if the participants with the Rocker present prioritized the haptic sensations
over the auditory task, and the distraction was not drawing
their full attention; this is why participants were instructed to
focus their attention on the acoustic task. Performance in the
acoustic task was not significantly different for the HF and
NHF conditions, suggesting that the haptic task was not dominant over the acoustic task for those in the haptic feedback
group.
B. Just Noticeable Difference and Active Size Discrimination
Looking at the results of the active size task, and its reevaluation based on the JND findings, it seems that the Rocker itself
is effective in conveying feedback, but the increased variability of the SoftHand poses made conveying proprioceptive
information challenging for the chosen task. In the passive
size discrimination task, this problem was avoided by
using spheres with larger differences in diameter (1.5, 2.5, and

Fig. 13. Evaluation of the Rocker commanded angle in the active size
discrimination task and psychometric analysis.

3 inches) compared to those used in the active size discrimination experiment presented in this paper (2, 2.5 and 3 inches).
Preliminary tests had shown that using very small or very
large spheres caused the participants to have problems doing
the task successfully, which reduced the range of possible
spheres that could be used. The inclusion of additional
encoders and sensing elements could provide more complete
measurements during hand closure; however, as we discussed
in Section II, it would also increase complexity of the system.
Delivering information on hand opening in a simple, if coarse,
way might be preferable to delivering more complete information in a way that makes the prosthesis fragile while also making the haptic feedback less intuitive, thus frustrating the user.
In the following section we will show a pilot test that we did
with a single upper limb prosthesis user, to evaluate usage in a
clinical test based on daily life tasks.
VII. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS WITH AN UPPER LIMB
PROSTHESIS USER
We conducted an evaluation of the Rice Haptic Rocker with
one individual with upper limb loss (SA1, female, 33 years
old). SA1 suffered an amputation below the elbow on her left
arm, and is an experienced myoelectric prosthesis user. Her
able-bodied right arm is also her dominant arm. Her myoelectric prosthesis includes an active wrist, which was maintained
in the setup with the SoftHand.1 SA1 took part in two experiments: an AM-ULA assessment with and without haptic feedback, and a passive size discrimination task with haptic
1
For this experiment, the prosthetic version of the Pisa/IIT SoftHand was
used, which includes a standard Ottobock quick-wrist connection. For this reason it was possible to simply remove the myoelectric hand that she has for
daily use and replace it with the SoftHand for the experiments
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TABLE III
AM-ULA RESULTS. SCORES CAN BE 0 TO 4, WHERE 0 CORRESPONDS TO
INABILITY TO COMPLETE THE TASK AND 4 CORRESPONDS TO THE ABILITY OF
A ABLE-BODIED HUMAN HAND

Fig. 14. Pairwise accuracy in the size discrimination task done with SA1.
Each square represents the percentage of accurate identification for a pair of
stimuli, independently from the order in which they were presented. Note that
these results are for one subject, i.e. two trials for each size pair.

feedback. The experiments were divided in two sessions. During the first session she performed the AM-ULA with haptic
feedback, while during the second session she performed the
AM-ULA without haptic feedback and the passive size discrimination task with haptic feedback. Before each session,
the same calibration and training procedures described for the
experiments with able-bodied participants were followed.
The AM-ULA, or Activities Measure for Upper Limb
Amputees, is an evaluation procedure for upper limb prostheses that was introduced in [25], where it was also tested for
interrater reliability. Based on the evaluation of performance
during daily living activities, it is now one of the standard
assessment procedures that are used in prosthetics [53]. The
test consists of a series of tasks that are carried out in a single
session, with an occupational therapist guiding the participant,
providing indications on how the task should be done and
evaluating performance through a score (0 to 4) that is given
for each task. The zero score corresponds to the individual’s
inability to complete the task, while scores 1 to 3 are given
based on speed, presence of awkwardness and/or compensatory movement, skill with the prosthesis and use (or lack of
thereof) of additional assistive devices. A score of 4 corresponds to performance comparable to the ability of an intact
hand.
This test, contrary to other popular assessments (e.g., box
and blocks, nine peg hole test, Southampton hand assessment
procedure etc.), does not focus heavily on speed. This characteristic made the AM-ULA ideal for our case, since it was
expected that proprioceptive feedback might be useful for
what concerns quality of grasp and manipulation more than
for raw speed of task completion. Not all tasks of the AMULA were conducted in our study, since some of them would
not have been feasible for the participant because of the experimental setup and integration of the Rice Haptic Rocker with
the Pisa/IIT SoftHand (e.g., putting a shirt on or removing it
would have not been possible without taking off the Rocker,
because of the wiring). For this reason, the occupational therapist that was involved in the study chose a subset of tasks that
were deemed to be feasible given the presence of our experimental hardware.
Table III shows the tasks that were selected as well as the
score for each, with higher scores highlighted in bold where

there was a difference between the two conditions. The scores
are on average better for the HF condition, which is encouraging especially since the NHF condition was run after the HF
condition, and thus in the NHF condition, the participant had
already had a chance to familiarize themselves with the setup.
This was particularly evident for task number 11. When trying
this task for the first time, the participant was unsure about
how to approach the problem, and it took some time for her to
find the right strategy to accomplish the task. By the second
session, she was already familiar with the task and was able to
accomplish it in a faster way. The proprioceptive feedback
seemed to be effective for tasks were the fingers were
occluded from view, i.e. Task 4 which involved putting on
socks, and Tasks 6 and 9 which involved grasping (approximately) cylindrical objects and doing a task with them. SA1
also reported that the haptic feedback made her feel more
comfortable during Task 3, even though this was not reflected
in a difference between the scores.
At the end of the second session, a passive size discrimination task was also administered. Since SA1 was using the prosthesis with the non-dominant arm, the aim was to investigate if
the haptic feedback was more effective on the prosthesis side
or on the non-dominant arm. Because of time constraints, a
shortened version of the passive size discrimination that was
previously administered with able-bodied subjects was performed, using the empty hand, and only the 2 and 3 inch diameter spheres. The test was repeated two times, once with the
Rice Haptic Rocker above the elbow on the (left) prosthetic
side and once with the Rocker on the (right) contralateral but
dominant side.
Figure 14 shows the pairwise results. Interestingly, performance was slightly better for the contralateral side, perhaps
owing to the fact that it was the subject’s dominant arm; in
both cases the observed accuracy was higher than the 33:3%
chance level (1 on 3 chance of randomly guessing if the sphere
was smaller, larger or the same size). The subject also reported
a preference for having the haptic feedback on her right arm.
Of course, since the test was conducted with only one participant, no strong conclusions can be drawn; however, this result
opens up the possibility of evaluating the utility of contralateral haptic feedback in upper limb prosthesis users who have
lost their non-dominant hand.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a one-d.o.f. wearable haptic feedback as a solution for conveying information on the opening
(i.e., proprioception) of a multi-d.o.f., compliant prosthetic
hand. More specifically, we discussed the design and evaluation of the Rice Haptic Rocker, which uses skin stretch to convey proprioceptive information in conjunction with the
prosthetic version of the Pisa/IIT SoftHand , with different
evaluation tests with able-bodied subjects and preliminary
tests with an amputee.
For what concerns able-bodied subjects, two tests were performed: the first was a distraction task, where an acoustic task
was ran in parallel with the haptic task to verify how robust
the haptic feedback is to disturbance. Results of this test were
positive (76:2% accuracy under the haptic feedback condition
vs 48:6% for the no haptic feedback condition, with a 50%
chance level); the parallel acoustic task had an accuracy
greater than 90% under both conditions, with no significant
difference being found between the two conditions for this
task. This is indication that the increase in the cognitive load
caused by the haptic feedback was limited and hence suggests
a promising usage of the haptic feedback in real life settings,
where users’ attention is shared across different tasks.
The second test was an active size discrimination task,
which aimed to evaluate the haptic feedback in a task where
the hand was being moved freely by the participants, to better
evaluate the challenges that come with conveying proprioceptive feedback for a multi-d.o.f. hand under such conditions.
The haptic feedback did not show statistically significant
improvement in performance for what concerns the size of the
spheres; however, further evaluation done by taking into
account the compliance of the hand showed that this was due
to the increased variability in the pose of the single fingers
around the objects grasped, and not because the Rocker was
not effective. In this sense, this experiment provided some
interesting insight in the challenging task of conveying proprioceptive feedback for a multi-d.o.f., compliant prosthetic hand
in a real world scenario.
Finally, the test with a prosthesis user included the clinical
test AM-ULA and a passive size discrimination test. The AMULA showed a better performance when using the Rice Haptic
Rocker as feedback device, despite the fact that the no haptic
feedback condition was run in the second session (when the
subject was already familiary with the SoftHand and the tasks
proposed). The passive size discrimination task showed a 50%
accuracy when using haptic feedback on the (left) prosthetic
hand and 58% when using it on the (right) dominant ablebodied arm, with a 33% chance level; this could be caused by
the fact that the subject was right handed.
In conclusion, the proposed approach opens interesting
paths for a real-world application. The active size discrimination task shows that it is not possible to convey precise information on the level of opening of each fingertip for a
compliant, multi-d.o.f. hand when using a single d.o.f. for haptic feedback; however, the participants were able to successfully identify the overall level of opening of the hand as
measured by the motor encoder. In other words, while users

were unable to obtain information on the position of each digit
from the haptic feedback, they were still able to receive an
estimate of how open the hand was: this suggests a shift of
focus to functional evaluation, to see how this coarse, but simple and easy to understand haptic feedback can improve the
quality of life of prosthetic limb users. Future work will continue in this direction, building upon the preliminary AMULA results that we obtained with a prothesis user, with additional tests. Alternatives to the linear mapping from the SoftHand encoder and alternative placements for the Rocker will
also be considered.
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